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on new
Chamber of
Commerce
director

Students
worry about
police power
After two University
of Maryland student
activists were added
to a terrorism watch
list in 2005, many
worry about the effect
of police power on
student-run political
activities | Page 3

By Dm Sexton
Reporter

Rollover has
the potential
to help others

a

Not everyone will be
enjoying an
abundance of food
this Thanksgiving, and
with the end of rollover
occurring this coming
semester, columnist
Marisha Pietrowski is
hoping the University
will find a way to help
the less fortunate

| Pag.4
Keeping the
city green
Columnists take a
look at the efforts that
Bowling Green and the
University have been
making to be "green"

| Pa«. a
Turkeys can be
useful in many
situations
A man. attempting to
steal a car, was hit over
the head with a frozen
turkey by another man
trying to stop him
| Page 5

That other
school up North
The Falcons
spend the day after
Thanksgiving up 1-75
battling with arch-rival
Toledo this at 3:50 p.m.
| Page 6

I What do you think a
* catalytic converter is?

BENLOHMAN

PRE-FESTIVITY: Many stores are getting into the holiday spirit even before Thanksgiving. One of the stores that sells a varity of gifts for the holiday season, is For Keeps.
Located at 144 South Main St.. you can find festive ornaments and other holiday gifts including the ones shown above.

Christmas continues to creep up
By Ella Fowler

Reporter

Even before a turkey graces
the tables of thousands of
Americans, businesses and
corporations alike were
dreaming of sugar plums and
candy canes.
The day after Halloween
many shoppers were surprised to find holiday decorations and music spanning the
windows and speakers of their
favorite shopping centers.
"It doesn't bother me," first
year graduate student Cory
I.ulii.n .1 said. "It is retail time
and they want to get ready

"A hot chocolate
dispenser"

IP* 4

TODAY
Snow Showers
High: 35, Low: 29

TOMORROW
Few Snow Showers
High: 36. Low: 25

b

|for the holiday seasonl. I just day season I will have been
through yet and I have gone
think it is kind of stupid."
But junior Kristen Compton through two recessions in 33
loves the holiday season and years," said Barb Rothrock,
can't get enough of the holiday owner of the gift store located
on Clay Street.
spirit.
Rothrock added consumers
"I'm really obsessed with
Christmas and I got real- are starting their holiday shoply excited when I heard the ping later and shoppers are
Christmas music in Wal- being more cautious because
Mart," she said. "But I can see , of the current economy.
Jeff Bryden. a professor in
why some people are annoyed
because we just skip over the marketing department,
said businesses should be
Thanksgiving."
But for downtown business- concerned due to the low coneslikeCalico.Sageand Thyme, sumer confidence level.
According
to
The
this year's holiday season may
Conference Board, the organot be as cheerful.
"|This| is the scariest holi- nization who researches the

University parking
lots target for
converter thefts
By Ryan Sullivan
Campus Editor

LUDAPOLYAKOVA
Sophomore. English

The Bowling Green City Chamber
of Commerce recently replaced
its former director with a familiar
face.
lirectoT moved
Aftertheformer director
on to pursue her
master studies,
KarleneKilpatrick,
former director
of Main Street
BG, acquired her
duties on Oct. 1.
Earlene originally moved to Earlene
Bowling Green
Kilpatrick
in 1979, she soon
met her husband Director
Claude and they of Bowling
started a fam- Green
ily. She decided to Chamber of
devote herself to
Commerce
her family while
staying very active
in the community.
She worked with Main Street
BG for ten years prior to becoming the Chamber of Commerce
director in October.
"It felt like it was a comfortable,
professional and personal move
for me to apply for this position,"
Karlene said.
Transitioning from director of Main Street BG to City of
Commerce has been a "humbling
process" for her.
"I have received flowers, cards,
phone calls and e-mails, all congratulating me," she said.
Although she truly enjoyed her
position with Main Street BG, she
said, it was time for a change.
The Chamber of Commerce is
a very well known institution that
dates back over 100 years. It's a
membership based organization,
and the ultimate goal is to help
strengthen businesses and business owners.
The organization is responsible
for helping attract businesses and
retaining them. 1 hey host ribbon
cutting ceremonies for new businesses, as well help them cut cost,
from things like reducing insurance rates, to lowering credit card
transaction fees.
"In an average day an individual walks into the Chamber
of Commerce doors seeking
information on starting a new
business. They come to find out

A recent string of catalytic converter thefts from University
parking lots has left at least nine
cars bumping noisily down the
road without the exhaust-cleaning device.
lames Wiegand, director of
public safety, said the thefts
started about two weeks ago and
haven't stopped since.
The main reason catalytic converters are stolen is for the platinum they contain, Lieutenant
Tony Hetrick of the Bowling
Green City Police Division said.
Thecity hasn't seen an increase
in thefts of the devices, Hetrick
said, just one every once in a
while. But on campus the story
is different, with nine vehicles
being targeted in the past two
weeks.
And because the price of platinum has recently decreased,
University police are having a
hard time understanding "why

now?"
"Six months ago, eight months,
even a year ago I could understand," Wiegand said. "But the
value of the metal has gone
down."
Thecommonta rget s have been
vehicles such as Jeeps, Wiegand
said, possibly because how easy
it is to get under a larger vehicle
and get the catalytic converter
and get out quickly.
Wiegand has a theory on why
vehicles parked on campus are
being targeted.
"It is basically because of convenience," he said. "They can
walk between the aisles and find
vehicles very easily."
Campus Police Detective Tony
Dotson said there isn't a particular parking area being targeted.
"IThe theftsl are spread out all
over campus," Dotson said. "It
just appears to be vehicles that
are easy to crawl under."
See THEFT | Page 2

consumer confidence level,
the level is calculated through
the spending and savings of
consumers. This past October,
t he consumer confidence level
hit an all-time low, decreasing from 61.4 in September to
38.0. which has many retailers wondering what surprises
they will find in their stockings this holiday season.
"I don't knowany [business]
who's not worried." Rothrock
said. "We are all worried and
this is a vital time to stav in
See CHRISTMAS | Page 2

See DIRECTOR Page 2

Ian killed
during attack
on guests
By Thomas Watlcini
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — An Oregon
man who was fatally shot as
he wielded samurai swords
and tried to attack guests
at a landmark Scientology
building had been involved
in "prior incidents" with the
church, police said yesterday.
Mario Majorski, 48, was
shot once by a security
guard as he tried to use the
swords to attack guests at the
Scientology Celebrity Centre
in Hollywood on Sunday,
Detective Wendi Berndt said.
Berndt said that the
Scientology church and
security guards were already
familiar with Majorski, and
that he had been associated
with the church in the "distant past." She did not elaborate on the earlier dealings.
"The security people were
aware of him through some
See SAMURAI | Page 2

CARRIi CRANE I THfBGNEWS

The BG News wishes
everyone a happy
Thanksgiving and safe travels.
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BLOTTER

fast paced, you move

From I

SATURDAY, NOV.
22
12:41 A.M.
Nicholas Leggio. 23. of Lambertville.
Mich., was arrested for public intoxication and inability to care for himself after falling asleep on a table at
Lmanes Dry Cleaning.

2:22 A.M.
Complainant reported he was
jumped by three males while walking down North Main Street. He
received minor injuries, but had no
descriptions of the offenders.

2:41 A.M.
Subject was assaulted at a house on
East Napoleon Road and was treated for a broken ankle and bleeding.

3:32 A.M.
Seth Homer. 21. of Bowling Green,
was arrested for criminal trespass
and inducing panic after he and
a group of males were witnessed
pounding on an apartment door
on East Merry Avenue and yelling
"police."

SUNDAY NOV. 23
1:41 P.M.
Daniel Loera. 32. of Bowling Green.
was arrested for disorderly conduct
after he was witnessed stumbling
down the street in front of Ridge
Elementary School.

k

"Here things are very

DIRECTOR

ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom lor the
complete blotter list.

CHRISTMAS
From Page 1

business and With ihe economy
ihe way it is. Ii is very scary."
Rothrock added this year she
hasn't done anything out of the
ordinary to bring in consumers, but she has been advertising
more for independent businesses
like her own and the ideals of
supporting local businesses.
"Small independent businesses bring community character to
Bowling Green," Rothrock said.
"It is important to support them
especially with the economy the
way it is right now."

whom to talk with, what information they need and things
like that," she said.
What we would do is help go
over the positives and negatives, come up with a business
plan, and figure out what sorts
• 1 tiii.iini.il aid might be available to them, Earlene said.
Currently the Chamber
of Commerce has set forth
many goals. Most challenging
of these goals is to revise the
budget.
"Things like how can we
provide more services to our
members without increasing
dues, or how can we cut costs
to members without harming
or endangering those services, are the biggest and most
important issues right now,"
liarlene said.
Otherthingssuch as revamping the membership brochure
or recruiting and retention
methods are always an ongoing challenge.
Then there are always community gatherings that also
require a lot of time and effort.
"Here things are very fast
paced, you move from one
project to the next, then on to
the next," Earlene said.
For example this past weekend was the annual holiday
parade. The parade lasts for
two full hours and is the largest of its kind in Northwestern
Ohio.
The parade required hours
and hours of preparation. As
soon as the parade is over
things shifted to the next big
event, which is the 2nd Annual
Meeting Dinner Dance held in
lanuary.
"Earicneisa very active lady,"
her husband of 22 years Claude
Kilpatrick said. "She does a
lot more than just Bowling
Green director of Chamber of
Commerce."
Over the years she has been

from one project to

THEFT

test in most stales, he said.
Micah Fashner. a senior
majoring in mathematics,
said he isn't really worried
about being victimized.
"1 just lock my doors and
that's about it," Fashner said.
"I couldn't really tell you
what la catalytic converter]
even is."
Wiegand said that while
the investigation continues,
he has advised officers to pay
extra attention to parking lots
on campus. He also encouraged anybody with additional information to contact the
police department.

From I

Brandon Jones, the store
manager of Tireman Auto
Service Center on South Main
Street, said a catalytic converter is an essential component of the exhaust system.
"If it is stolen, the exhaust is
not hooked up to the vehicle,"
Jones said. "This can burn
up a valve in the engine and
cause a loss of power to the
vehicle."
A catalytic converter is also
required to pass an emissions

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

the next..."
Earlene Kilpatrick | Director

very involved in the community. Currently she is president of the Women's Club, a
member of the Exchange Club,
an active member of the First
Christian Church, a member
of the traffic commission and
much more.
Knowing Earlene means
staying very active ail the time,
Claude said.
"She is a take charge kind of
lady. When obstacles present
themselves, she solves problems," he said.
Many of the people in
Bowling Green think that
Earlene is very qualified to be
the new director of Chamber
of Commerce, Claude said; she
is especially good at collaborating with not just businesses
but also the high school and
University as well.
Current chairman of Main
Street BG, and owner of the
Ben Franklin craft store downtown, Floyd Craft, agreed, she
cooperates with everyone and
has collaborated with many of
the people in the community.
"She is a good replacement,"
Craft said.
It is an easy transition for
her, because having worked
with Main Street BG for so long
she will be working with many
of the same people just at a different organization, he said.
One of her best qualities Claude said. "She is very
approachable and not hesitant
to promote the Chamber in
anyway."
If someone has some sort of
project idea or if they just want
to get involved they can call the
Chamber of Commerce or contact Earlene at 419-353-7945.
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VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

RIC FRANCIS

APPHOtO

GUN TO A SWORD FIGHT: Pedestrians walk past the Church ol Scientology Celebrity Centre International, where police ate conducting
a crime scene investigation Sunday, in the Hollywood section o( Los Angeles A security guard shot and tilled a man wielding a sword.

SAMURAI
From Page I

prior incidents." Berndt said.
Theshoolingvvillbe reviewed
by the district attorney's office,
but police were treating the
killing as justifiable.
"The security guard had
to take action to prevent the
deceased from killingor maiming people on the premises."
Berndt said.
Security surveillance tape
showed Majorski arrived
around noon in a red convertible, then approached the
guards with a sword in each

hand before he was shot, Berndt
said. She said the tape would
not be released to the public
because it was too graphic. No
other weapons were found in
the car, which Berndt said she
thought was a rental.
Majorski was pronounced
dead at l.os Angeles CountvUSC Medical Center.
Public records show he had
been associated with a string
of addresses in Los Angeles
County and in Oregon over the
last two decades. He filed for
bankruptcy in 2000.
Messages left at a Scientology
media line were not returned
yesterday.

The Celebrity Centre is a
turreted, castle-like landmark
in Hollywood that serves as
"a home for the artist, a place
where he can come and learn,
attend seminars, meet other
artists and even perform at our
many showcases and events,"
according to the Centre's Web
site.
The Church of Scientology
was established in I945 by
science fiction writer I.. Ron
I lubbard and claims 10 million
members around the world. It
likes to cultivate celebrity followers, and among its more
famed acolytes are Tom Cruise
and lohn Travolta.

Selfless service needed
to be White House chef
By Holly Ramer
^f -. The Associated Press

CONCORD,
N.H.
—
Speculating about a new
chef at the White House has
become — as one culinary
insider puts it — fantasy football for foodies.
But as tempting as it may
be to see the Obama family's
choice as the ultimate "Top
Chef" competition, former
White House chefs say the job
is about selfless service, not
star power.
Walter Scheib, White House
executive chef for Presidents
Bill Clinton and George W.
Bush, believes there's a 90 percent chance the new administration will stick with his successor. Cristeta Comerford.
And if the Obamas do hire
someone new. it won't be a
television personality or any
of the celebrity names bandied about on food and political blogs, he said.
"None of these people
have any idea what the job
is about," said Scheib. "And
they're temperamentally not
suited for it. You have to be a
person who has a real heart of
service, and it can't be someone who needs to see themselves on camera."
Roland Mesnier, who retired
in 2004 after 25 years as the
White House's executive pastry chef, would never recommend a TV chef for the first
family.
"Celebrity chefs, in my
book, are not chefs. They're
entertainers," he said. "All
these people on TV? Forget

A spokesman for Presidentelect Barack obama said it's
too early to comment whether there will be a new executive chef. But outside speculation has focused on Art
Smith, Oprah Winfrey's personal chef; NBA star C'armelo
Anthony's personal chef.
Daniel Young, who cooked
for Obama at the Democratic
National Convention; and
Rick Bayless, whose Chicago
restaurant Topolobampo is a
favorite of Obama's.
At the same time, members
of the Organic Consumers
Association are organizing
a letter-writing campaign
urging Obama to promote
healthy, sustainable and
organic eating by hiring a
well-known organic chef
such as Nora Pouillon or Alice
Waters.
None of the above would be
a good fit, said Scheib.
"I get a kick out of all these
people saying the No. I thing
should be green, or sustainable or this, that or the other
thing. They're missing the
point. It's not about advancing your agenda. It's not about
building your repertoire. It's
not about getting your business promoted," he said. "It's
about serving the first family,
first, last and in every way.
That's the only job."
The head chef earns
$80,000-5100,000 a year creating menus for state dinners,
holiday functions, receptions
and official luncheons hosted by the president and first
lady. Though the gala affairs

are organizational challenges,
Scheib says the greater challenge comes on the personal
side: feeding the president,
his family and guests.
A White House chef's sensitivity and understanding is
just as important as culinary
skills, given that the chef is
among the few people who
interact with the first family in private, Scheib and
Mesnier say.
"For the domestic staff —
and for all the fancy titles,
that's all the people in the residence are — how they learn
the temperament and temperature of the first family is
crucial. It makes doing a state
dinner look easy," said Scheib,
who has written a book and
started a business planning
private events since leaving
the White House. "The challenge is how you give them
everything they need and at
the same time expand their
horizons if they choose, but
at the same time, not being
underfoot."
Or as Mesnier puts it, "You
have to be almost a clairvoyant, someone who can read
a crystal ball and be able to
judge what would they love
today."
Both men give Comerford,
the first woman and first
minority to serve as executive chef, high marks in that
regard. Neither believes she
will be replaced, an opinion
not shared by Tim Ryan, president of the Culinary Institute
of America, which has sent
several alumni (including
Scheib) to the White House.

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2009.
Amenities included in many of our houses:

Taking Applications Now!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

-

Furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards
1 and 2 car garages
Full basements
Vt homes are NEW or REMODELED

Air conditioning

Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closets

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION

3-6 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

Call 419-354-3533 or visit www.villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

www.greenbriarrentals.com

CREEHBRIAT INC.

CAMPUS
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Maryland
police label
activism
terrorism

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events taken horn evenubgwedu

o am. - 9 p.m
Exhibit #5: The Sculpture
Club
ISO and 151 Union - Gallery Span

8 a.m. -1! pm
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
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LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION

By Ken Pitts
U-Wire

204 0lsc.imp

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Fashion Show Ticket Sales
Union Table Space

Weight Watchers at Work
316 Union

5:30-6:30 pm
BG24 Broadcast
Union. Falcon's Nest TVs

6 - 7:30 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi Date
Auction
228 Union - Multipurpose Room

8 - 9 p.m.
The Cowboy Astronomer
112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg.

9 pm.
Bowling Green Equestrian
Team information session
Olscamp 206

Do you want
to see
blogs. archives.
polls and
more stories?
check us out online:
www.bgnews.c 0111

Two University of Maryland student activists were added to a
Maryland State police terrorism
watch list because of their participation in an anti-death penalty
event in 2005, according to police
documents released last week.
The spying on university
activities isthelatest revelation
in a widening probe into what
state police have acknowledged was a major misuse of
power, which the targets fear
could scare students away
from political organizing.
An undercover state police
officer also attended the event,
which was held at the Nyumburu
Cultural Center on March
30, 2005, to see if participants
were planning violent protests,
according to the files.
The two students police added
to the terrorism watch list— doctoral Latin America studies student Shane Dillingham and former physics post-doctoral student and lecturer Laura I. I.ising
— were members of the campus branch of the International
Socialist Organization, which
co-sponsored the forum with
the Campaign to P.nd the
Death Penalty.
Dillingham had once been
the chapter's president and
I.ising was the chapter's former faculty adviser, but neither
were full-time members of the
group at the time of the event.
Dillingham had completed
his undergraduate degree the
year before, he said. I.ising had
moved on to a job at Towson
University in 2003, she said.

BENL0HMAN ' THE BG NEWS

MOTIVATION: Las! evening Dr. Sleven Cady gave an inspiring performance to a live studio audience Recorded for WBGU. his program Life Inspired Six Ways To A Passionate Soul
teaches how to turn your life around, INSET: Dr Cady engages with the audience to emphasize His six points Last night's telecast will premeire on WBGU-PBS on December 8th

Speaker inspires search for passionate sou
By Steve Kunkler
Reporter
There are six ways to a passionate soul, and according to
Steven Cady, an associate professor in management. Most of
society isn't living their passion.
"Life Inspired: Six Ways to
a Passionate Soul'' focused on
how people could change the
way they are living day to day to
do what they really want and get
the most out of it.
Cady, while giving his presentation in Kobacker Hall inside
the Moore Musical Arts Center,
described his relationship with
his father. Robert Cady, who
lived his life as a banker, but
never followed his dream.
"Steven, if I could do it again,
I would be a marine biologist,"
his father used to say.
It was discussions like this that
caused Cady to study people's
passions and whether or not they
are following their dreams.
The six ways include: know,
claim, see, seize, suffer and
center.
Passionate souls know their

calling, according to Cady.
A passionate soul consist of
two elements for Cady: talent
and difference.
The talent element is used to
make a difference in people's
lives, which are used to affirm
life, according to Cady.
To explain this point, Cady
said that passionate people clai m
their purpose, lb do this passionate people need supporters
who they will focus on when trying to reach l heir goals in life.
"Passionate souls know who
they are despite what they
think others may think of
them," he said.
While Cady believes those
with passion strive for their goals
despite any possible detractors,
people who lack a passionate
soul live with the fear of being
noticed and live with thecomforl
of hiding unnoticed by others.
"Passionate souls don't like to
be comfortable." he said.
Passionate people not only
know who they are, they also
recognize the chances they
have in life, he said.
For Cadv, those chanc-

es fall into two categories:
synch ronicity and equifinality.
Synchronicity is the belief
that at any one time, the opportunity is available for people to
have what they want. This pattern is followed by passionate
people according to (lady.
While synchronicity focuses
on opportunity equifinality looks at life's problems and
finds multiple solutions.
Passionate souls also relish
the unexpected and follow thai
drive to seize the moment, he
said, lie used the equation,
choice plus focus equals action
to develop his lifestyle guide.
The decision for people to take
action is not an easy one to make,
but for Cady the passionate people will take the opportunity to
make the tough decision.
Cady also believes that passionate SOUk also embrace stiffen i lg to
reach tlirirgoalswhilealso seizing
the moment when one presents
itself to follow their dreams.
To conclude the presentation Cady showed a picture of
a tombstone, which showed a
birth date but the date of death

was left blank. I le used this picture to express his belief that
the dash is the part of the life
which is lived by a person.
People in attendance came
away looking at their own life
and wondering what their passion is and how they can change
their lives to fulfill theirgoals.
Amanda Sipes, a senior
majoring in psychology, came
away from the presentation
looking at what her passion was
and decided money wasn't her
ultimate goal, but rather to follow her dreams.
"It's about loving what you
do." she said.
While Sipes believes she will
make changes to her own life,
Steve Toth, a case worker for
Mountain Mentors who works
with at risk students from the
Mentor county court system,
said he will be passing on what
he learned from the presentation and bring change to the
people around him.
"That being a mentor at
Mountain Mentors is being the
change that I wish to see in the
world," he said.

PRIVATE SHUTTLE TO CAMPUS • PRIVATE BEDROOMS • TWO RESORT-STYLE SWIMMING POOLS
24-HR FITNESS CENTER • TWO 24-HR GAME ROOMS WITH BILLIARDS • TANNING DOMES
INTERNET INCLUDED • INDIVIDUAL LEASES 'BASKETBALL & SAND VOLLEYBALL COURT"

419.353.5100
706 Napoleon Roaa
housing
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ENCLAVE

FORUM

"I just lock my doors and that's about it. I couldn't really tell you what a
[catalytic convenor] even is."
- Micah Fashner, senior, on the recent theft of catalytic convenors [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What do you think a catalytic convenor is?
"Absolutely no clue"

"It has something to

"It's a translator."

"It reverses

do with religion."

catastrophes"

k

VISIT US AT
BGHEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor
CARLTON MARCH.
Freshman,
Criminal Justice

DANI DAVIS.
Junior.
Education

OLGAKUTOVAYA.

MARC CHAMBERLAIN,

a question? Gve us your

Grad Student
Biology

Junior,
Communications

feedback at bgnewicom.

Instead of shopping
till you drop, spend
time with your family
spending and the economy
as a whole.
The second reason that Buy
I don't know about you, but Nothing Day is important is it
points out the danger of conI'm broke.
No. I'm not going hungry, and sumerism, a trend in which the
there are millions of people in American people are not seen as
this country who are far worse individuals, but are reduced to
off than I am. But I'm still broke consumers as a demographic.
— a condition I'm sure every Consumers have no feelings or
current and former college stu- needs which cannot be remedent can understand. And like died by a product. Even the most
many of you, I've incurred a basic instincts are corrupted. To
large amount of personal debt paraphrase the book "Culture
jam," hunger no longer equals
in order to pay for school.
Again, I'm not complaining. cook, hunger equals Big Mac.
The fact that I am able to go to Thirst no longer means water,
college is a privilege in and of thirst means Coke. Loneliness
itself, an opportunity that I feel doesn't mean coffee with friends,
incredibly grateful for. But with it means a Facebook message.
By takso many of us
ing a pause
broke and in
"[Buy Nothing Day is] from the
debt, why is it
endless
that so many
cycle
of
the idea that people
of our peers
consumparechomping
should spend time with tion-based
at the bit to
desire, we
hit the malls
loved ones, not spend can get
the day after
to know
Thanksgiving?
For many of money on them. Its the what we
truly want
us, holiday
idea that consumerism and hope
purchases
for, outsimply mean
does not create
side of any
more debt.
marketing
Despite
happiness; in fact, it
this, there is
scheme.
Lastly,
an unspodestroys it."
ken societal
Buy
Nothing
expectation
that we go out and spend in Day reinforces the relationorder to demonstrate our com- ships we take for granted. Debt
mitment to our loved ones.
and overstretched budgets can
wreak havoc on families, and
Enter Buy Nothing Day.
Buy Nothing Day was cre- reducing a friend to an item on a
ated by the Adbusters Media shopping list trivializes the hisFoundation nearly two decades tory you have together.
ago. It's the idea that people
The idea isn't to completely
should spend time with loved avoid consumption in your life,
ones, not spend money on but to make conscious choices.
them. It's the idea that consum- Would your mom rather have a
erism does not create happi- top or a book that she can buy
ness; in fact, it destroys it. it's for herself, or a handwritten letthe idea that on "Black Friday," ter that tells her how much you
you should spend no money appreciate everything she has
as a powerful, personal protest done for you?
against the idea that buying
Dad can always buy himself
things buys happiness.
more ties, or more power tools.
This may seem simplistic; But let him know how glad you
critics argue that the actions of are to have him as a father, how
a few individuals on the busiest he made you into the man or
shopping day of the year will woman you are today, and you
have no impact on society as a not only make him feel good,
whole. Buy Nothing Day hasn't but you give yourself somehad an immediate impact. But it thing good by deepening your
is important in three ways.
bond together.
First, Buy Nothing Day
We're all broke or in debt; it's
acknowledges that many peo- a condition that comes with
ple live beyond their means, college — like insomnia and
running up credit card debt in procrastination. But there are
an effort to "keep up with the choices you can make.
loneses." This kind of consumer
So this Friday, instead of
spending has been the back- spending your day fighting with
bone of our economy, and the yet another overweight woman
disastrous results of such reck- in a "Looney Tunes" T-shirt for
lessness are clear.
the cheap DVD player at your
This spending stems from favorite big box store, take the
that expectation that con- afternoon to let your loved ones
sumer goods are the best way know how much you really
of demonstrating prosperity. appreciate them.
Unfortunately, this idea underThis Friday, Buy Nothing. It's
mines both those doing the everything you need.
By Jeff Hall
U-Wire
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Thanksgiving is not the only holiday in
which those less fortunate go hungry
MARISHA
PIETROWSKI
COLUMNIST

Can you imagine only having
enough money to afford a cup of
coffee?
Sure, many people say they
cannot survive without their
daily (lose of Starbucks, hut what
if you were so desperate, you
could rely only on $3.28 worth
of food a day? Would that cup of
coffee be your breakfast, lunch,
and dinner?
If you arc an Ohio resident relying on the Ohio Direction Card
for assistance to buy food, that
low amount of money may be
reality. Better known as food
stamps, more and more families
are reliant upon this program in
order to put food on their table for
themselves and their families.
According to the Blade, over
the past seven years, the number
of Ohioans receiving food stamps
nearly doubled. Currently. 1.1
million people in the state have
Ohio Direction Cards, which
allot $3.28 a day for a person to
eat. For many during these lough
economic times, receiving this
S3.28 assistance is the only way
one can afford to pay the olher

bills, and even with thai, many
people are still struggling.
To put that number into perspective, BGSU meal plan rales
designate between $12.39 lo
$16.11 for one college student
lo eat daily. University Dining
Services says thai most students
only have about $100 in rollover
each semester. That means most
people spend close lo that daily
allotted amount by the university, and thai $3.28 is not a realistic
total for a daily meal.
Since Thanksgiving is a mere
two days away, many charities
and organizations are doing
what they can to collect and
deliver food donations to needy
individuals and families around
the holiday season. It is always
a wonderful sight to sec people
giving to their fellow community
members, because as the numbers show, people are in need.
However, our stomachs don't
know the difference between
a holiday centered on a largedinner and any other day. If a
person is unable to survive on
Thanksgiving with only $3.28
worth of food, how is it they
can survive every other day of
their lives?
As I said, I enjoyed seeing
numerous organizations, such
as Silent Solidarity, the Honors
Learning Community, and BGSU
residence halls collecting food for

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

those in need around the holiday season. BGSU students
are a caring group of people.
We can see by the increase
in food stamp recipients (and
an allocation inconsistent
with the increases in food
prices over the years) that
putting food on the table has
been a struggle all year, not
simply around the holidays.
There are many wonderful
food drives that take place
during the holiday season;
maybe efforts to keep food on
the table could extend beyond
the holiday season.
For example, UDS will end
the meal plan rollover in the
spring. Although UDS says
that most students have little rollover left, what about
a solution to students who
have problems spending their
entire meal plan that would
help others?
Maybe a program could be
introduced that would bring
food to needy families via food
centers on campus, I know
(hat I end up buying numerous items in bulk when I go to
the convenience stores, and
1 never end up eating them.
What if boxes were set up at
dining centers for students to
donate nonperishable food
items? This way, the sense of
generosity exhibited during
this holiday season could be
extended all year long.
Or, what about some sort
of adopt a family program? 1
think it would be a wonderful

service if BGSU students like
me who have extra rollover
to spend could be paired up
with a family in need.
We could be provided a
list of items they could use,
and students could donate as
much as they can from their
meal plan balances. There are
days I do not spend $12.39
on my meals (especially since
I do not stay on campus on
the weekends), but I'm sure
there are days that families
will spend more than $3.28 on
their meals.
A program such as this
would not only help those
in need or those in need of
spending their meal plan.
UDS hasn't been the most
popular office on campus
as of late as a result of the
rollover elimination, and it
would probably be a good
public relations move on
their part. If they were willing
to stock a little bit extra food
for students to give to needy
families, it would show that
BGSU recognizes the needs
of the community.
I hope that everyone has a
good Thanksgiving, especially those who are reliant upon
assistance from the government or others for their meals.
I also hope that those who are
in need can have their needs
met throughout the year.
— Respond lo Marisha at
lhenews@bgneivs.com

■ E-mail us at thenews@>bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

■ Call us at 419-572-6966

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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GM, Tiger Woods to end partnership
By Tom Krlihcr
The Associated Press

CHRIS CARLSON i Af> PHOTO

UPWARD TREND: Traders Brian C. Plan, front and Bradley C. Cohen, signal in the S&P 500 pit ai the CME Group yesterday in Chicago

Stock prices jump as good
news comes to Wall Street
Citigroup bailout provides relief to uncertain investors
By Tim Pmdis
The Associated Press

NEWYORK—Wall Street showed
relief yesterday over the government's plan to hail out Citigroup
Inc. — a move it hopes will help
quiet some of the uncertainty
hounding the financial sector
and the overall economy. The
major indexes jumped more
than 4 percent, extending a rally
that began Friday.
The market's climb was notable because it occurred in relatively orderly trading in which
stocks had held their gains by
mid afternoon rather than vacillating between advances and
declines as has occurred frequently in recent weeks. If stocks
end higher, it would mark the
first two-day gain on Wall Street
since Oct. 30-31.
The final hour of trading has
proven pivotal in October and
November, often upending or
adding force to market moves
as traders square away positions
and comply with a rush of buy
and sell orders.
The advance comes even after
the markets anticipated last
week diat some sort of rescue
for Citigroup could occur. But
investors nonetheless appeared
emboldened by the U.S. government's decision late Sunday to
invest S20 billion in Citigroup
and guarantee $306 billion in
risky assets.
Wall Street briefly came off
its highs of the session, with the
Dow Jones industrial average
paring its gain from 300 points
to 200 points, as President-elect
Obama formally named his
economic team but didn't offer
specifics of an economic stimulus package nor state that he
would push back a plan to raise
taxes on the richest Americans.
He reiterated his goal of creating 2.5 million jobs during the
next two years.
Alan Lancz, director at
investment research group
LanczGlobal, said that while
the market might have wanted
a firmer commitment against
raising taxes, it was too soon
for Obama to outline specifics.
Lancz expects the new administration wouldn't rush to implement the hikes if the economy
was too weak.
"There's so many balls in the
air right now he'd be foolish
to make specific comments,"
lancz said, noting that the economic picture could change

greatly by Inauguration Day,
which is Ian. 20.
The market rallied following
announcement of the plan by
the Treasury Department, the
Federal Reserve and the Federal
Deposit Insurance1 Corp. to stabilize Citigroup.
It's only the latest effort this
year to support a banking system troubled by bad debt and
flagging confidence.
Besides implementing its
$700 billion bailout plan for
the overall financial industry, the government has bailed
out insurance giant American
International Group Inc. and
taken over lenders Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac.

"I think, at a
minimum, what
you're seeing
today is some relief
that, first of all,
they're stepping in
to do something."
Jim Baird | Investment Strategist

Jim Baird, chief investment
strategist with Plante Moran
Financial Advisors, said Wall
Street was calmed by the government's decision to help
prop up Citigroup but he predicted that the initial enthusiasm could give way to further
questions about the effectiveness of the government's array
of efforts to sew up problems in
the financial sector.
"I think, at a minimum, what
you're seeing today is some relief
that, first of all, they're stepping in to do something," he
said. "There's still more .questions than answers surrounding whether what's been done is
going be enough."
In midafternoon trading, the
Dow rose 335.40, or 4.17 percent,
to 8,381.82.
Broader stock indicators
also jumped. The Standard
& Poor's 500 index advanced
42.36, or 5.29 percent, to
842.39, and the Nasdaq composite index rose 64.63, or
4.67 percent, to 1,448.98.
The Russell 2000 index of
smaller companies rose 19.04, or

4.68 percent, to 425.58.
The rise in stocks follows a
rally Friday that saw the Dow
industrials jump 494 points, or
6.5 percent. The other major
indexes also rose sharply. Still,
stocks ended the week with a loss
after heavy selling Wednesday
and Thursday.
Lancz said Friday's rally
and yesterday's follow-up
reflect a renewed sense that
Washington is taking steps to
help repair the markets and
that the scope of selling for
much of last week had left the
market overdue for a rally.
"The market is looking for
some stewardship. It's at least
adding to the bleak confidence
that investors have," he said,
referring to the Citigroup plan
as well as the overtures of the
still-forming Obama administration.
Bond prices were mixed yesterday as investors examined
the government's bailout plan
for Citigroup. The yield on the
benchmark 10-year Treasury
note, which moves opposite its
price, rose to 3.33 percent from
3.20 percent late Friday.
The Treasury bill market showed continuing high
demand, a sign of investors'
caution. The yield on the threemonth T-bill, considered one
of the safest investments, fell to
0.02 percent from 0.04 percent
late Friday.
The dollar was mostly lower
against other major currencies,
while gold prices rose.
Baird said the uncertainty
over whether the government's
cocktail of direct investments
in financial houses and support
of debt obligations will prove
effective has led to the stock
market volatility. The concerns
about banks and the broader
economy are likely to continue,
he said.
"Just the sheer breadth of
potential outcomes is very,
very wide which I think makes
it difficult for investors to
determine how do you play it
from here."
Wall Street shrugged off a larger-than-expected drop in sales
of existing homes last month
as investors instead focus on
the government's plans for the
financial sector. And while the
housing numbers fell short of
expectations, Wall Street expected sales would fall sharply after
last month's upheaval in the
financial markets.

DETROIT — General Motors
Corp. said yesterday it is ending its nine-year endorsement
deal with golf superstar Tiger
Woods as the automaker continues to cut expenses and
hoard cash while trying to survive the worst sales downturn
in a quarter-century.
The cash-strapped company said in a statement that it
is looking to reduce costs, and
that the world's No. 1 golfer
also wants more personal time
as he expects his second child.
Woods has endorsed CM
products around the world and
mainly has been seen in Buick
commercials as the company
tried to give the nameplate a
more youthful image. He has
carried the Buick brand on his
golf bag since 2000, and his
most recent promotion was
to caddie for a contest winner
for nine holes at Torrcy Pines,
where Woods won the U.S.
Open this summer for his 14th
career major.
The endorsement deal,
believed to be worth at least S7
million a year, was to end in
2009. Woods' agent at IMG, Mark
Steinberg said the decision to
end the relationship one year
early was "absolutely mutual."
"It was a combination of
things,''Steinberg said.'Tiger was
liKiking to gain some more time,
and certainly it was an opportunity for GM to reduce its spend-
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PARTING WAYS: Tiger Woods helped to introduce the 2008 Buick Enclave to the media
at the Los Angeles Aulo Show in Pasadena. Calil m 2006

ing with everything going on."
GM has been making dramatic cuts in advertising as it tries
to conserve cash. The nation's
largest automaker spent nearly
S7 billion more than it took In
last quarterand has warned that,
without federal help, it may reach
the minimum amount of cash
required to run the company by

the end of the year.
Mark LaNeve. GM's vice president for North American marketing, said GM and Woods started
discussing an end to the deal
earlier this year, and it had nothing to do with the Detroit Three
automakers' quest for $25 billion
in federal loans.
But GM's statement said the
decision was made as part of
"the search for budget efficiencies during a difficult economy
for General Motors."
Buick said last week that it
would be cutting back on its
deal providing courtesy cars

at PGA Tour events.

(AI isso concerned about costs
that it cut advertising during the
2009 Super Bowl, although it still
plans to sponsor the National
Football League and likelyairads
before and alter the game. GM
also has pulled out of the Oscars
and Emmy Awards in 2009 — the
first time in over a decade that it
is not running ads right before,
during or after the two events.
U.S. automakers, the single
largest category of advertisers,
cut their ad spending 18 percent
to $137 billion in the second
quarter compared with the same
period in 2007, according to INS
Media Intelligence in New York.
foreign automakers also are
trimming their spending on
advertising in U.S. markets, with
a 5.4 percent cut in the second
quarter, for an overall II percent
drop in U.S. auto ad spending to
$3.27 billion, the 12th quarterly
dip in a row.

Alleged carjacker clubbed with frozen turkey
in North Carolina grocery store parking lot
RALEIGH. N.C. (AP) — Stopped.
Cold turkey.
North Carolina authorities
say a shopper clubbed an
alleged carjacker with a frozen turkey as he tried to steal
a woman's car in a grocery
store parking lot Sunday.
Police say 30-year-old Fred
Louis Ervin of Raleigh stole
money from a gas station before
running across the street to a

Harris Teeter store in a town
just south of Raleigh. Garner
police say he began beating
Irene Moorman Bailey while
stealing her car.
Other shoppers came to
her rescue, including one
who hit Ervin with the turkey. Police did not release
the person's name.
Despite serious head injuries.
Ervin got away in Bailey's car

and hit several other cars as he
fled. But police arrested him a
short time later.
He faces several charges
including assault inflicting
serious injury. Ervin was
hospitalized yesterday in
good condition, a hospital
spokeswoman said. He had
not yet been assigned a lawyer and was to appear in
court Dec. 30.

The last question will be asked by the
SBX employees in the actual store.
Visit the store by Saturday, Nov. 29th
to answer the final questions!
CONTEST RULES:
- Look for a new question on BGSU trivia
every week in tbe BGNews
- Submit an answer on BGNews com
before Saturday each week
• For each correct answer
you receive points
• After Thanksgiving Break, the person
with the most points will be announced

NOW LEASING FOR 2009

WINNER GETS:
- A one time $500 shopping spree at
SBX (not including textbooks)

LARGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
COLUMBIA
COURTS

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE &
HEINZ APTS

903 - 935 Thurstin

MERCER MANOR
323 & 331
S. Mercer Rd.

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full^aths
• Starting at
^$755-7
+ utilities
T*rn"""l?
• On-site laundryV-%W^

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths

• Furnished

■ Furnished

• Starting at -^~ $760'
+ utilities ■£2^monu<

• Starting at ^ *9uo~

• On-site laundry^
■ Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
• Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost
• Free Wireless Internet

• On-site laundry'

• Air Conditioning

1

• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• BGSU Shuttle stop
• Plenty of parking
•Free Wireless Internet

+ utilities
Air Conditioning

■ Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
1

Plenty of parking

1

Free Internet Access

www.g reenbriarrentals.com
Hours
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm

445 E Woostei SI
Bowling Green. OH 43402
419-352 071/
wwwqreenhiiarienlnls com

- Must be spent before winter break

LAST WEEKS A cendlelight march through BG
nil joined students and townspeople
together in a tribute to
1k

"'Wll victims

C) Vietnam Servicemen
John F. Kennedy
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SIDELINES

Time for the Battle of
BASKETBALL
AP releases latest
men's college
basketball poll

wmimmm

North Carolina was named
the unanimous No. 1 team in
the country in the Associated
Press' newest college basketball poll. UCONN, Louisville.
Pitt and Michigan State
rounded out the top five.
Page 7

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Although Thanksgiving break
starts tomorrow, we're not
stopping with our BG sports
coverage on the blog. All
week long, well have updates,
info and analysis on your
favorite BG teams. From
today to Friday, we'll have
continuing coverage of the
upcoming football match up
between the Falcons
and Toledo.
www.bgnewssports.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Women's basketball:
at St. Francis (PA); 7 p.m.

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1990-TheWmnepeg
Blue Bombers beat the
Edmonton Eskimos 50-11 to
win the CFL Grey Cup.
1983-Latry Holmes TKOs
Marvis Frazier in one round
for the heavyweight
boxing title.

The List
What would college football
be without rivalries? Friday's
Falcon football game just
happens to be its rivalry
match up with Toledo. Here's
five reasons why you
should go:

1. The Peace Pipe: its
the trophy handed to the
winner of the game
every year. BG currently
has it.

2. Toledo Trim: It will

By Andrew Harrier
Assistant Sports Editor

With hopes of a Mid-American
Conference Eastern division
crown dashed last week, all
cause is not lost for the falcons
when they take on Toledo Friday
afternoon.
With the Peace Pipe on the line
and the opportunity for a howl
hid still lingering, the Falcons
still have reason to show up and
play hard.
Toledo Preview
While Toledo is a team that has
struggled for the most part this

BG vs. TOLEDO
Wher«: The Glass Bowl. Toledo
When: Friday, 330 p.m.
TV: ESPN Classic
Radio: WBGU-FM 881

season, the Rockets have played

tome bigger and better opponents
very well.
I'oledt) took then No. 25
Fresno State to the brink in a
55-54 loss, beat Michigan 13-10
and is coming off a big 42-17
win against Miami.

By' the same token, BG has
played very well on the road this
season posting a 4-2 road record.
The added element of rivalry
will also bide well for both teams.
TobeatUT, which isarivalgame.
Igives us] bragging rights for 364
days," coach Gregg Brandon said.
However, Toledo is no cake walk
despite a 2-8 record.
On offense, the Rockets are led
by the trio of Aaron Opelt, Nick
Moore and Morgan Williams. I .asl
week, Williams ran for 330 yards
agaitist Miami, and Toledo has six
See BATTLE | Page 10

be UT coach Tom Amstutz
last game as head coach.
3. Six wins: If BG wins,

Men's hoops loses tough game to OSU

they'll be bowl eligible at 6-6.

4. Last time out: For
BG's 17 seniors, it will be their
last time in uniform. Why not
send them out on a
high note?

5. Season finale: This
will be the last Falcon football
game until April, so take one
last game in for the
season

By Chrii Volo«chuk
Spoils Editor

So far this season, the Falcon
men's basketball team has shown
it can hang with tough competition on the road, and with Ohio
State being next up on the schedule, it was time for them to prove
they could hang some more.
I asl night would prove to be
yet another challenge, as the
Ohio State Buckeyes awaited
them in Columbus. While
the Falcons fought hard,
coming back from a 10point second half deficit, the
home team would take the
lead for good in the waning
seconds of regulation, HI-57.
Last night's game represented BG's second foray into
the Big 10. Two weeks ago, they
participated in the NABC Classic,
hosted by Minnesota. And, much
like last night, they overcame a

CHBISriNA HCGINNIS

NICE START: The 8G men's basketball
team has a 5-2 lecotd so far this season.

deficit to make things interesting
against a team who was thought
to be better.
With 7:42 to play, BG was finally
able to catch up to OSU and tie

f,

tip the score at 45 when senior
guard Brian Moten drained one of
his three three-pointers. Then the
momentum of the game rolled in
BG's favor, as it took the lead, 4945, on a Nate Miller jumper at the
6:24 mark.
The Falcons were not able
to hold onto their slim lead
though, as the Buckeyes
stormed back with the aid of a
number of different scorers.
In the final 30 seconds of the
game, BG trailed 58-55, and after
a timeout, Moten came out and
connected on a jumpshot to to
bring the score to 58-57. After
another timeout, OSU was able
to put the game away on a pair of
David lighty free throws. Darryl
Clements missed a triple try of his
own with only a few spare seconds
on the clock that iced the game.
Overall, the Falcons had only
two players,,Clements and Moten,
score in double figures, with 13
and 17, respectively.

BGSU Students, Faculty and St
On behalf of BGSU Athletics, thank you for your support of BGSU football throughout the entire 2008
son. In particular, a special thanks to all who braved
the elements to be a part of our regular season home
finale this past Friday. While the final scores throughout the season weren't always what we had in mind,
your continued support of the Football Falcons and
all other BGSU Athletics teams is greatly appreciated.
1 hope you enjoy the Thanksgiving holiday, and if
you'll be sticking around the area, remember the
BGSU football team concludes the regular season
with the annual Battle of 1-75 rivalry game at Toledo
on Friday, Nov. 28. Kickoff is at 3:30 p.m. at The Glass
Bowl on the UT campus, and if you can't make it in
person, the game is being televised on ESPN Gassic.
Thanks again for your continued support, and 1
Along!
Greg Christopher

Women's hoops to face
St. Francis tonight
By Andrew Harner
Assistant Sports Editor

After getting the pressure of getting the first win off their shoulders, BG's women's basketball
team will head towards the
Atlantic Ocean over break.
Despite having to be in a hotel
on Thanksgiving, this trip may
help BG start a winning streak as
all three teams they will face are
a combined 0-9 this season.
" I told the team we would enjoy
this long roadtripwithaSaturday
win much more than we would

have if we didn't," coach Curt
Miller said. "We didn't want to go
on the road Monday being 0-3."
Starting tonight with St.
Francis (Penn.), the Falcons
will also face Winston-Salem
State and UNC Greensboro in
the UNCG Marriott Classic in
Greensboro, NC, on Friday and
Saturday.
St. Francis has not won this
season and is coming off a 6-23
campaign from 2007-08. A big
part of their struggles is allowing
opponents to shoot 53.8 percent
from the field.
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and this is rivalry week
So ntun | MA '".'"■■)
e«cited over this *eeks
slate of games We've
also got a tie at the top
ofourpKk'emstand«gs between 0 j«g and
■'■ : .v. l

.

CHRIS V0LOSCHUK

BG
y S.Toledo

BG 25
Auburn
vs. #1 Alabama

CRAIG VANDERKAM

ANDREW HARDER

Sports Edrtor

;■ .si-l

•

FREDDY HUNT

'

I

;■ ■ , tag to | H th* peaci

Coach AmstuU is done and the Thank goodness this is a rivalry
Peace Pipe vnH reman n the
or BG ma/ not even show up.
ybo Centei

Toledo sends Amstuu out a
winner K'xiets WowupBG',
chance at a winmr.g season.

BG 45. Toledo 17

BGJ.ToledoO

Toledo 54BG31

B 3 36 Toledo 17

Auburn doesn't have (he all
around balance to compete
with Bama lot four quarters

Can Auburn really play spoiler
two straight years' Mah

The Tiger i' fur will be looking
crimson aftei Alai i
down

Bama is going to prove the, V
number one by plowing over
Auburn

Alabama 41 Auburn 24

Alabama 14 Auburn 9

Alabama 56 Auburn 17

pipe- and blow smoke right m
the eves of Toledo

■

•<\ DMU

■■

#3 Oklahoma
MICHMLA.MARIAKT I «P PHOTO

KEITH SRAKOCIC

vs. #11 OK State

AP PHOTO

TOP DOGS: North Carolina is the unani-

PANTHERS LEAP: Pitt moved from No 6

NEW MEMBER: Xavier (racked the Top 25

mous No. 1 for the second straight week.

to No. 4 in this week's poll.

fot the lirst time this season

11 i w

#2 Florida
vs. #25 FSU

North Carolina still stands as

Flonda-16
#19 Oregon

Alabama 51. Auburn 10

II Oklahoma can destroy Te»a> I don't need that fancy 'State
Tech they can do the same to
i
Oklahoma State Sooner, win D
anothit land Jide
Oklahoma 62 OK St 24
Oklahoma 55. OK St 42

AslpreoV"
Panhandle pandemonium
OUdliorrwbeat lexai fechand
Bradford d ouldbt the H< s tan

Tim Tebow will end world bun- If you ve been rearing, you can
gei solve the auto «Justry cns*s mi who I am tab
and sing "We are the World*
while he beats up on FSU
Florida 48, FSU 21
Florida 42. FSU 22

h shouldn t: ■
when Ik-

Oklahoma 52. OK St 21

■

Oklahoma 58 Okla St. 28
' is is a baky pick. But I
irit to sec Tebow lose

■
■

Florida 42 FSU 21

FSU 42 Florida 56

Who cares' III go with Oregon
State at home

Give me an upset1

Beaven tal low
• : -iie heck out of the

. Beavers thn should
be a "dam'good game

Oregon St. 29 Oregon 27

Oregon St 24. Oregon 21

Oregon St 24 0<egon 21

Oregon 34 Oregon St 24

vs. #17 Oregon St.

AP's No. 1 basketball team

Oregon St. iS
West Virginia

By Jim OConn.ll

sixthtofourth.leapingMichigan
State (2-0), which remained No.
5. Texas (2-0) moved up one
It took until the second week of place to sixth, while Duke (6the season for a team to break 0), which beat Michigan for the
2K Sports Classic title, jumped
into the Top 25.
North Carolina, Connecticut from 10th to No. 7.
Notre Dame (2-0) and
and Louisville held the top
three spots in The Associated Gonzaga (2-0) remained eighth
Press' college basketball poll and ninth, while Purdue (4-0)
yesterday, while Xavier moved moved up one place to close out
in at No. 16 after winning the the Top Ten.
UCLA (3-1), which bounced
Puerto Rico Tip-Off.
The Tar Heels (3-0), who wel- back to beat Southern Illinois
comed back player of the year 77-60 in the third-place game,
TylerHansbroughfromaninjury, dropped from fourth to No. 13,
were again a unanimous selec- three spots in front of Xavier
tion of the 72-member national (5-0), which beat Missouri,
media panel. Hansbrough, who Virginia Tech and Memphis to
missed three weeks of practice win the tournament in Puerto
and two games with a stress Rico.
Oklahoma was No. 11, folreaction in his right leg, had 13
points in 25 minutes in an 84- lowed by Tennessee, UCLA,
67 win over UC Santa Barbara Arizona State, Marquette,
last Friday. Those were the first Xavier, Florida, Memphis, Wake
games the senior missed in his Forest and Villanova.
Georgetown, Kansas, Miami,
career.
Connecticut (4-0) beat La Davidson and Wisconsin
Salle and Miami to advance to rounded out the Top 25.
Southern California (3-2)
the championship game of the
Paradise jam, while Louisville dropped out from No. 19
(2-0) opened its season by win- after losing to Seton Hall and
ning its Billy Minardi Classic Missouri in the same tournawith wins over Morehead State ment Xavier won.
The Musketeers were ranked
and South Alabama.
The poll began changing for 14 weeks last season, reachthere because of UCLA's 55-52 ing as high as No. 8 and finishloss to Michigan in the semifi- ing 12th in the final poll. They
lost three key players from that
nals of the 2K Sports Classic.
Pittsburgh (4-0) moved from team which lost to UCLA in
The Associated Press

CHRISTINA MCGINHIS

'HI

Ni.'.

TOUGH CUSTOMERS: Minnesota State-Mankato is ranked tenth in the nation.

Hockey to play Minnesota
State-Mankato this week
as they struggle to keep their
headsabovewaterinthealwayscompetitive Central Collegiate
As if two losses with a com- Hockey Association.
These two teams have never
bined score of 14-2 to Notre
Dame, now ranked second in met, though BG is 15-29 overthe country, weren't enough, all, a .340 winning percentBG's hockey team now hosts age, against other WCHA
tenth-ranked Minnesota State- opponents.
MSU's goaltender, senior
Mankato for two games this
Mike Zacharias, has played
weekend.
Both tilts begin at 7:05 p.m. in all 12 games this season,
posting a 2.54 goals against
at the BGSU Ice Arena.
The Mavericks roll into average and a .918 save
BG sporting a 7-3-2 overall percentage.
Meanwhile, Kurt Davis,
record and a 5-3-2 record
in their conference, the a sophomore defenseman,
Western Collegiate Hockey ranks 14th among the nation's
scoring leaders with 17 points.
Association.
BG plays its first non-confer- Having a defenseman as a
ence games since traveling to successful team's top scorer
Boston College and Providence means Mankato will play a
more than a month ago. The very balanced, competitive
Falcons now stand at 5-7-2 over- style of hockey in BG this
all and 4-5-1 in the conference, weekend.
By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

Did You Know.
The average coach airline
meal costs the airline
$4.00.The average first
class meal: $50. ~j\ ___

the regional finals of the NCAA
tournament.
Freshman guard Terrell
Holloway went 10-for-10 from
the free throw line for a second
straight game to lead a balanced
offense for the Musketeers in
the 63-58 win over Memphis
that gave them a 5-0 record for
the first time since 1997-98.
"We knew with a strong field
in Puerto Rico that we would
learn a lot about our team and
we did and the double good is
that we not only learned a lot
but that we had three quality
wins," Xavier coach Sean Miller
said yesterday. "We know that
any one of those games could
have gone against us but it was
a good run for our team."
Miller said the upperclassmen on this team learned a lot
about leadership from last season's team.
"We lost three quality seniors
before last season, too, and we
had players step up to lead and
even though those players left,
we have had that again this sea
son," he said.
Xavier is off until hosting
Miami of Ohio on Saturday.
The Old Spice Classic, which
gets under way Thursday in
Orlando, Ha., has four members of the Top 25 — Tennessee,
Georgetown, Michigan State
and Gonzaga — in its eightteam field.

vs. Pittsburgh

WVU-3.5
Overall record

■. d Brawl

'

" •ecovering from that
Mountain
me, country

Pill has the formula to shut
down WVUs offense All they
have to do rs st«ck to last years
aarrM i
Pitt 26. WVU 20

Wart a second I've heard of
these team.' Ah the madness!

WVU 18. Pitt 15

baddon!'1
Pill 27. WVU 17

toads
WVU 52. P.tt 21

45-32

51 24

5126

4829

Check us out online at:
www.bgnews.com
Semester Leases
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Bowling Green is a good example of how to utilize alternative energy in Ohio

*
V.V

KYLE REYNOLDS
IN FOCUS EDITOR

By Kyi* Reynolds
In Focus Editor

Bowling Green is using the
resource Mother Nature gave it
— wind.
Two wind turbines standing about 400 feet high were
installed in the Fall of 2003
overlooking US-li just west of
town, with two more installed
the following year; making it
the first and only utility-scale
wind farm in the state.
Each turbine can generate
180 kilowatts of electricity each

Bowling Green has had its
hand in alternative energy for
a while now.
In this issue of In Focus
we will look at three types
of green technologies the city
and University are using to

save energy, reduce emissions
and create more green-collar jobs in the region; hybrid
vehicles, solar and wind
power.
Those aren't the only projects involving renewable

energy in the city though.
The University recently
announced that starting this
upcoming summer their lawn
mowers will run on waste
cooking oil.
The city also receives a total

of 20 megawatts of hydroelectric energy from three hydroelectric plants along the Ohio
River, said utilities director
Kevin Maynard.
Renewable energy currently makes up 16-20 percent of

the annual energy generated
for the city, with the percentage expected to reach 30 percent once more hydroelectric
plants that the city is investing in start production in the
near future, Maynard said.

fora total generating capacity of
720 kilowatts, utilities director
Kevin Maynard said.
Last year, the wind turbines
produced 14.7 million kilowatt
hours and the average residential consumption was 650 kilowatt hours per month, Maynard
said.
"It is about enough power
to supply 1,900 average homes
over the course of a year," he
said.
The way the wind turbines
generate electricity is not unlike
how nuclear or coal-fired power

plants create electricity. A prime
mover is needed to get the generator running, Maynard said.
"In the case of wind turbines,
wind provides that prime
mover," Maynard said. "It hits
the blades and causes them to
turn, which turns a generator
inside what we call a nacelle,
which is a rectangular box up
there on the top of the tower
that the blades are connected
to and that's what generates the
electricity here."
Since wind speeds are not
constant, the productivity of

the turbines varies from day to
day, he said.
"There are days when the
units are producing much more
and there are hours when they
aren't producing anything at
all," Maynard said.
The fall and winter months
are more productive because
the wind speeds are generally
higher then, Maynard said.
"Unfortunately the production is the lowest during the
summer season when we need
more power and when it's more
expensive to acquire or gener-

ate due to the air conditioning load in the summertime,"
he said. "But they still produce
probably between 300,000 and
600,000 kilowatt hours during
the summer months. But there
are times in the winter when we
produceover2 million [kilowatt
hours] in a month."
Capacity factor is a way of
measuring the output of a turbine. The capacity factor is how
many kilowatt hours in a given
time are produced compared to
what would've been generated
at full output in that given time

period.
"These units are measuring
about 23 percent capacity factor, that means they are only
producing their full output
about 23 percent of the time,"
Maynard said. "The rest of the
time we have to supplement the
power from other resources."
Wind turbines are labeled
a 'green technology' because
it is a sustainable energy and
lessens negative environmental

Solar energy projects are starting off small
but hope to yield big results in the future

'ifm-

ByGinaPotthoff
Managng Editor

BGSU OFFICE OF MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION

HYBRID BUS: The hybrid shuttle bus is a result of a collaboration between the University's Electric Vehicle Department and NASA. The
mileage 'or the hybrid shuttle bus gets ten miles per gallon as opposed to the eight miles per gallon lor the other BGSU shuttle buses.

University hybrid shuttle bus offers
an alternative to diesel-fueled buses
ByStrnKunlckr
Reporter

The technology department and
NASA teamed to create a bus that
Is more environmaitalry friendly
than traditional vehicles.
The Electric Vehicle Institute,
part of the technology department, and NASA have been
working on alternative energies
for over a decade.
: The result of their work can be
Been driving around campus.
The hybrid shuttle used by the
University was the result of several people working together to
find an alternative to traditional
gas and diesel-powered buses.
. Among the key components of
$e hybrid shuttle is the Hybrid

Booster Drive.
The Hybrid Booster Drive is
a system that complements the
existing propulsion in vehicles
dial have the system installed.
The system has four separate
component modules, which are
trademarked by the University
covering how the system works.
Tony Palumbo, the chief of
operations for the EVI, said the
Hybrid Booster Drive has the
benefit of saving fuel when compared to gas and diesel powered
engines.
Palumbo said testing showed
lower emissions and a brake life
lasting four times that of a traditional vehicle.
The system can also be used
with buses, industrial utility

See WIND | Page 9

vehicles and military vehicles, he
said.
The final result was not the
work of one person however.
Among those involved in
the project include: Jeff Major,
the chief engineer for the
EVI and Larry Vitema, chief of
NASA's Glenn Research Center
Commercial Technology Office in
Cleveland, who worked together
to find an alternative to traditional diesel-powered buses.
Among the key components to
the hybrid is the capacitor.
Major defined a capacitor as a
passive electric component using
two conductive plates, which
See HYBRID Page 9

Utilities Director Kevin Maynard
is Bowling Green's go-to-guy for
green energy ideas.
"I'm the guy everybody comes
to," Maynard said.
While his office looks into a
variety of alternative energy
sources, the city is paying close
attention to one up and coming
renewable resource: solar power.
Maynard said solar has a lot of
potential for saving money and
electricity, noting the many projects the city has already developed that few residents are aware
of.
The city first installed solar
panels to file roof of Kenwood
Elementary School, located on
Kenwood Avenue, in 2000.
Kenwood Principal Gary Keller
called the installation "more of a
demonstration project" since the
project was made possible by a
grant from the Ohio Department
of Development Office of Energy
Efficiency, revenue from the
Bowling GREEN Power program
and in-kind contributions in
the form of teacher training as
part of the Energy Smart School
Program.
Keller said when he was
approached with the solar idea
he was quickly onboard because
of the educational value.
"We're going to have to find
different sources of energy ...
Ipanelsl bring it home to students
in their own backyard," he said.
Though the panels don't provide anywhere near the amount
of electricity Kenwood needs to
operate, Keller said educational
and environmental uses are two
great benefits.
"We're very proud to be part of
the program," he said, noting the
solar panels are also connected

Ml REYNOIDS I THE BG NEWS

SOLAR ENERGY: Crim Elementary School is one of two grade schools in the city using
solar panels to educate students on solar power, along with Kenwood Elementary School.

to the Bowling Green power grid
that provides energy throughout
the city.
Crim Elementary School was
next in the line for solar panel
projects. Principal Martha Fether
said the solar panels are a great
teaching tool for upper grade
students, though the energy provided is minimal.
"We're not going to turn file
heaters off," she said.
The BGSU Ice Arena also has
solar panels, the first of which
were installed in 2004-05.
Maynard said the panels account
for less than 1 percent of the total
energy needed to operate the
arena, but realizes they can't go
all out on their first projects.
"We're starting maybe a little
small here," Maynard said, "(but]
you'll continue to see development in solar... output continue
to increase and costs continue to
decrease."
Solar-powered pedestrian
crossing lights were installed on
Alumni Drive and on Mercer

Bowling Green Solar
Projects
■ 20OO: Kenwood Elementary
School installs solar panels
■ 20OO-O1: Crim Elementary
School installs solar panels
■ 2004-05: BGSU Ice Arena
installs 31-kilowatt roof solar
panels
■ 2006-07: BGSU Ice Arena
adds 10 more kilowatts
■ 2007: Solar-powered pedestrian crossing lights installed
at Alumni Drive.
■ 2008: City installs solarpowered battery backups in
Main and Mercer stoplights
Source: Kevin Maynard, Bowling
Green utilities director

Road in 2007, solar-powered
backup batteries were installed
in the Wooster/Main Street
See SOLAR | Page 9
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WIND
From Page 8

impacts, Maynard said.
A coal-fired power plant
involves burning a natural
resource in finite, which gives
off emissions that can harm the
environment. Wind turbines
don't use up any fossil fuels or
give off any emissions, Maynard
said.
"It doesn't burn any fossil

fuels," Maynard said. "It has no
emissions at all. So from that
viewpoint it is a renewable
resource because it operates off
the power of wind, just like solar
panels do with the sun and
hydroelectric does with water."
Donald Scherer, president of
Green Energy Ohio and professor emeritus of philosophy,
had a wind turbine installed
on his property by North Coast
Wind and Power, based in Port
Clinton, for about $13,400.

He said about 40 percent of
his electricity comes from the
turbine resulting in 40 percent
savings on his electric bill.
I nvest ingin renewable energy
is important because America
needs to develop energy independence and because renewable energy is always available,
Scherer said.
"Renewable energy is going
to be there every year." Scherer
said. "You don't have to worry
about the supply of any fuel."
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First name m spies
Press out wrinkles in
Warmhearted
Bnm
Fidel's tnend
Second ol two mentioned
Opera songs
Went fast
Solt drink
Ursine-shaped candies
Steer clear of
Chagall's "__ fn
Green'"
38
Astronaut Ride
41
Wedding parly atten- 42
dant
43
Umpire's call
44
Bandstand box
46
Dance, film. etc.
47
Feline cry
48
Cinema pooch
49
Five-year-old's money 50
source
53
Ballplayer's hat
55
That guy's
56
Inch Nails
57
Adam's place
58

Gangster's gal
Peruvian heights
Voila!
Pepper grinder
Clod-breakers
Time tor wages
Unpaid athlete's status
Hairdrossor's implement
Holiday destination
Came to pass
Dorothy's pet
Cool or groovy
Verdi heroine
Decorator's samples
Hollywood Bros.

45
46
47
50
51
52
54
59
60

Little-hand indication
Approval
Changes gears
Is unable to
Singer Turner
Norse god
Off-the-wall
Opposing side
Performed like Milli Vanil

From Page 8

stoplights and the "Welcome to
Bowling Green" sign on Main is
powered by solar energy as well.
Over time it can be cheaper to
go with the solar, Maynard said,
like in the case of the sign, which

helps utilize tax money more
effectively.
The city also offers the Nature's
Energy program, which allows
electric customers to pay an extra
1.5 cents per kilowatt, about S8$10 a month on average, to help
stimulate the demand for new
renewable facilities.
Maynard said 600 of the 14,400

62 Frankenstein's flunky
63 Mistake
64
65
66
67
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Green by Design is trying to make
Bowling Green live up to its last
name — Green.
The company at 19551 N.
Dixie 1 lighway specializes in selling energy reducing products
and educating the community
on green technology.
Amy Berente, Green by Design
consultant, describes green products as those that save energy.
"Green can be anything from
minimizing waste to reducing
energy to recycling," Berente
said. "What we try and do here is
promote products, mainly heating and plumbing, that are going
to be more energy efficient."
The store features a showroom
of energy saving products for
homeowners, including residential wind turbines, solar lighting,
tankless water heaters, waterless urinals and organic cleaning
supplies.
On their property is a wind
turbine that is used to generate a
portion of the facility's electricity.
The Skystream 3.7 model they
use and sell usually generates
about 40-60 percent of the electricity for the average household
annually, Berente said.
Even though Bowling Green is
so windy, wind strength varies
from time to time. But wind turbine owners don't have to worry
about having their lights shut off
on a calm day, Berente said.
"It actually ties right into your
electrical grid," Berente said. "So
as it is producing and you are
consuming, you will automatically take this electricity first and
then your electrical company will
be your backup when it is not
producing enough."
The average price of installation for the Skystream 3.7 is
$25,000," Berente said. "But the
price can be lower or higher
depending on the height of the
tower, which can range from 33100 feet"
She said the wind turbines are
the main draw for people and

'77

HYBRID
From Page 8

stores static electric charge.
While the capacitor helps make
the Hybrid Booster Drive possible,
Major also described one down
side to the capacitor as being a
limited storage capability when
compared to a traditional battery.
The goal of the project was
to lower fuel consumption and
reduce emissions, Major said.
Better fuel efficiency has been
one of the results of the shuttle,
Palumbo said.
The mileage has gone up from
eight miles per gallon to 10 miles
per gallon, which leads to a sav-

ings of 20 percent, he said.
Palumbo described the mission
of the project as developing and
promoting advanced electrical
propulsion technologies and to
transfer the technologies to corporations and public agencies for
production and implementation.
The project was funded through
a grant from NASA in 2001 with
the help of 9th district Rep. Marcy
Kaptur who was credited by
Palumbo for helping finance the
project.
"V\fe run on soft money, grants
and those kinds of things are what
make us go," he said.
The help received from NASA
included Vitema who has also
worked with Bowling Green on

\

"Houses almost lull 2009-2010.
Houses, apts over 3 legally on lease.
146 S. College & 321A E Merry
see Canyrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
3 BR house at 317 N Enterprise.

avail. NOW
K»IE REYNOLDS

'i-r ■'.;.'.

1 8 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St.,
Avail in Jan 2009
Call 419-354-9740.

GO GREEN: Greenby Design specializes in selling energy saving products for homeowners
832 Third St. 5 blks from campus.
3 BR. 1 bath, fenced in back yard.
Short term lease OK.
S840/mo ♦ util. Call 419-392-2812

and educating the community on green technology

Female subleaser wanted
for 4BR apt. S375/mo ♦ shared util

Call 419-575-9247
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office hours 10-2. M-F
www.bgaparlments.com
Houses 5 BR. 5 person, all the
amenities, great location, great price!
Call 419-353-8611 or 419-352-1584
Room-mate wanted to share 4 BR
townhouse. $260.75/mo ■» util.
Avail Jan. 15. Call 419-262-0400
School 09-'10
3 BR house avail. 8/15/09.
close to campus, oft street parking,
washer/dryer. CA, shuttle bus avail.
3 BR house. 6 month lease NOW.
1 room efficiency avail. May 16. '09.
off-street parking
1 BR efficiency avail. August 15. '09,
off-street parking.
Call 419-601-3225

KYlERErNOlOS I MM NEWS
WIND POWER: The Slystream i.7 wind turbine can generate an average of 40-60 of the
needed electricity for the average household Price for installation averages around $25,000.

technologies associated with the
wind turbines located outside of
town.
Vitema credited the University
with becoming a primary source
of design and assembly of the
engine and transmission of the
hybrid shuttle.
Vitema enjoyed working with
the University on the project,
which he described as one of the
earliest involving hybrid electric
vehicles.
"It was a great example of a
partnership between a federal
research laboratory, a University
and private companies coming
together to pioneer and advance
technology, which led to advanced
products," he said.
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CA

2 Bedroom
Townhouses
• Deposit Special $400
• Furnished
• 1 Half & Full Bath
• Full Basement
• Air Conditioned

• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
• Plenty of Parking

If paperwork is completed
and lease is signed before
12/21/08 each person's name
will be entered into a drawing for

FREE RENT

Help Wanted
BARTENDING' up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174
30 People Wanted to Lose Weight.
Up to 30 lbs/30 days, Cash Back
Rewards. 1 on 1 Private Coaching.
Call 419-601-5179
Earn extra S, students needed ASAP
Earn up to S150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed
Call 1-800-722-4791
FT Webdesigner P-Burg- PHP. SQL.
Graphic Design skills needed. Send
resume: jobs@kinetica-media.com
Make up to S75 per on-line survey,
visit
www.cashtospend.com
*
Quarters at the mall now hiring §
bartenders for all shifts. Flex hours
Apply in person at 1234 N Mam. BG
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
now hiring 20 servers & 2 bartenders
for Jan. 09. Call 419-352-7070.

For Sale
AKC English Bulldog puppies.
have all shots up-to-date, dewormed.
paper trained & we will guarantee
health for 4 years. Fully registered
& have been checked by a vet.
Contact via e-mail for more details:
mcute66@yahoo.com
Male Sheltie. 5 mo. old - $250.
Free to good home. Toy Poodle &
Chihuahua, 7 yrs old. 419-308-1686
Pool table in good cond. $350.
Dining set in good cond. $250.
Call 419-308-1686

APARTMENTS

• Microwave
■ Washer/ Dryer

Start renting November 10, 2006
for the 2009/2010 school year.

Campus Pollyeyes
Featuring Winter's Bourbon Cask Ale

CAMPBELL HILL

Management Inc.

A

Personals

Call 352-9638

••1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR apis low as S299.
see Car1yrentals.com
Call419-353-0325 9am.-9pm.

k

V

i

N

Tel: 419.353.7200
Fax: 419.354.7206

For Rent

of green products from their showroom

■i

'■

Bowling Green
129 S. Main St.

MEXICAN GRILL
419.353.7200

Berente
Consultant for
Green by Design

ONLINE: Watch a video demonstration

1
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what you can do to be more ecofriendly and what you can do
at home to reduce your carbon
footprint," Berente said.
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TACO TUESDAY!
2 Tacos for $3

Amy

they've installed them at the
Toledo Zoo, Glay High School in
Oregon and about six local residencies.
While the turbines bring in the
most people, geothermal heating equipment is the top seller,
Berente said.
"That is the most efficient
way to heat and cool your home
today and although it is not a
new technology it seems to be
becoming more mainstream and
more people are starting to hear
about it," Berente said.
Another energy-efficient product the)' sell is a waterless urinal.
It works by putting an absorbent cartridge in the urinal that
soaks up everything and traps
odor. After so many uses a homeowner can pour a gallon of water
into it to flush the system and the
savings over a year can amount
up to $40,000, Berente said.
People can expect to pay more
about 3 to 5 percent more for
green products, but it is worth it
in the end, Berente said.
"The green products are usually that much higher than your
standard," Berente said "Although
that initial price may be a bit
higher you are going to see the
savings and in long run it is going
to be more beneficial."
Green by Design also educates
the community about green
energy and reducing waste.
Several grade school, high
school and college classes have
come to the showroom for field
trips, she said.
Berente and some of her fellow
consultants also go to schools
and give presentations on topics ranging from wind power,
geothermal heating and what it
means to be green.
"The main thing we hope to
bring is to spread the word on
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electric customers have already
signed up and he encourages
other residents toopt into the program to keep the green energy
projects going.
"The average resident is not
aware |of our projectsl," he said.
"The city definitely supports
other technologies. We'll continue
working on applications."
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Bank deal
Damp at dawn
College officials
Halo

Local company makes BG a greener place
By Kyle Reynolds

That girl's
Portable bed
Got busy
Took the gold
Playwright Chekhov
Leno's predecessor
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SOLAR SIGN: The 'Welcome to Bowling Green" sign on Main Street is one of many things in town powered by solar energy.
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36 Tapered tuck

Myers or Nesmith
Elegant behavior
Shoots the breozo
Really dry
Arthur Marx's stage name

16 Part ol the eye
i! Stammering
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3 Bedroom
Townhouses
• Deposit Special S500
■ Furnished
• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
• Full basement
■ Air conditioned
• Washer/Dryer
• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
• Microwave

• Dishwasher

• Plenty of Parking
• Dishwasher

• Garbage Disposal

• Garbage Disposal

$765/month

$900/ month

+ Utilities

+ Utilities

for the school year.

www.meccabg.com
Visit out website tor
prices, photos. & specials'

Greenbriar, Inc.

(419)352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Bowling Green is a good example of how to utilize alternative energy in Ohio

3
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By Kyle Reynolds

Howling Green is using the
resource Mother Nature gave it
wind.
I wo wind turbines standing about Itltl feet high were
installed in the fall ol 2003
overlooking us B jusi west ol
town, with two more installed
the following year: making it
the first and onl) utilit) -scale
wind farm in the state.
I ai h turbine can generate
180 kilowatts ol electricity each

Bowling Green has had its
hand in alternative energy for
a while now.
In this issue of In locus
we will look ai three types
iii green technologies the city
and University are using to

for a total generating capacitj of
7_'ll kilowatts, utilities director
ke\in Maynard said
Last year, the wind turbines
produced 11.7 million kilowatt
hours and the average residential consumption was 650 kilowatt hours per month, Maynard
said.
It is about enough power
to supply 1,900 average homes
over the course of a year," he
said.
I he wa\ the wind turbines
generate electricity isnoi unlike
how nuclear or coal-fired power

save energy, reduce emissions
and create more green-collar |obs in the region; hybrid
vehicles, solar and wind
power.
Those aren't the only projects
involving
renewable

plants create electricity. A prime
mover is needed to get the gen
erator running. Maynard said.
"In the case of wind turbines,
wind provides that prime
mover." Maynard said. "It hits
the blades and causes them to
turn, which turns a generator
inside what we call a nacelle,
which is a rectangular box up
there on the lop of the tower
that the blades are connected
to and that's what generates the
electricity here."
Since wind speeds are not
constant, the productivity of

energy in the city though.
The University recently
announced that starting this
upcoming summer their lawn
mowers will run on waste
cooking oil.
The citv also receives a total

the turbines varies from day to
day, he said.
"There are days when the
units are producing much more
and there are hours when they
aren't producing anything at
all." Maynard said
The fall and winter months
an1 more productive because
the wind speeds are generally
higher then, Maynard said.
"Unfortunately the production is the lowest during the
summer season when we need
more power and when it's more
expensive to acquire or gener-

of 20 megawatts of hydroelectric energy from three hydro
electric plants along the Ohio
River, said utilities director
Kevin Maynard.
Renewable energy currently makes up 16-20 percent of

ate due to the air conditioning load in the summertime."
he said. "Hut they still produce
probably between ISOO.OOO and
600,000 kilowatt hours during
the summer months. But there
are times in the wintei when we
produce over 2 million Ikilowatt
hoursl in a month."
Capacity factor is a way ol
measuring the output of a turbine. The Capacitj factor is how
many kilowatt hours in a given
time are produced compared to
what would've been generated
at full output in that given lime

the annual encrg\ generated
for the city, with the percentage expected to reach ill) percent once more hydroelectric
plants that the city is invest
ing in start production in the
near future. Mavnard said.

period.
These tinils are measuring
about 23 percent capacity factor, that means they are only
producing their lull output
about 23 percent of the time."
Ma) nard said. " I lie resl of the
time we have to supplement the
power from other resources."
Wind turbines are labeled
a green technology' because
il is a sustainable energy and
lessens negative environmental
See WIND! Page 9

Solar energy projects are starting off smal
but hope to yield big results in the future
By Gin., Potlhoff
Managing Editor
Utilities Director Kevin Maynard
is Bowling Greens go-to-guy for
green energy ideas.
"I'm Ihe guy everybody conies
to,' Maynard said.
While his office looks into a

BGSU OFFICE OF MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION
HYBRID BUS: The hybrid shutl

. t ol a collaboration between the University's Electric Vehicle Department and NASA The

mileage for the hybrid shuttle bus gets ten miles per gallon as opposed lo the eight miles per gallon foi the other BGSU shuttle buses

University hybrid shuttle bus offers
an alternative to diesel-fueled buses
By Steve Kunkler
Reporter

Booster Drive,
The Hybrid booster Drive is

a system thai complements the
i lie technology department and
NASA teamed lo create a bus that
is more environmentally friendly
than traditional vehicles.

The Electric vehicle Institute,
part of thf technology departnient. and NASA have been
working on alternative energies
for over a decade.
The result of their work can he
seen driving around campus.
The hybrid shuttle used by the
University was the result of several people working together to
find an alternative to traditional
gas and diescl-powercd buses.
Among the key components of
the hybrid shuttle is the I lybriil

existing propulsion in vehicles
thai have the system installed.
I he System has four separate
component modules, which are
trademaifced by the University

covering how the system works.
Tony Palumbo, the chief of
operations for the l-YI. said the
Hybrid Booster Drive has the
benefit of siting fuel when compared lo gas and diesel |x>wcrcd
engines.
Palumbo said testing showed
lower emissions and a brake life
lasting four times lhat of a traditional vehicle.
The system can also be used
with buses. Industrial utility

vehicles and military vehicles, he
said.
The final result was not the
work of one person however.
Among those involved in
Ihe projeel include: leff Major,
the chief engineer for the
EVI and Larry Vitema, chief of
NASA's Glenn Research Center

Commercial Technology office in
Cleveland, who worked together
to find an alternative to traditional diesel-powered buses.
Among the key components to
the hybrid is the capacitor.
Major defined a capacitor as a
passive electric component using
two conductive plates, which
See HYBRID Page 9

variety of alternative energy
sources, the city is paying close
attention to one up and coming
renewable resource: solar power.
Maynard said solar has a lol of
potential for saving money and
electricity, noting Ihe many projects the city has already developed that few residents are aware
of.
The city first installed solar
panels to the roof of Kenwood
Elementary School, located on
Kenwood Avenue, in 2000.
Kenwood Principal Gary Keller
called the Installation "more of a
demonstration project" since the
project was made possible by a
grant from the ()hio I)eparimcnt
of I (evelopment Office of Energy
Efficiency, revenue from ihe
Howling GREEN Power program
and in-kind contributions in
the form of teacher training as
|iart of the Energy Smart School
Program.
Keller said when he was
approached with the solar idea
he was quickly onboard because
of the educational value.
"We're going to have lo find
different sources of energy ...
Ipanelsl bringit home to students
in their own backyard," he said.
Though the panels don't provide anywhere near the amount
of electricity Kenwood needs to
operate, Keller said educational
and environmental uses are two
great benefits.
"We're very proud to be (>art of
ihe program." he said, noting the
solar panels are also connected

KYIE REYNOLDS
SOLAR ENERGY:

nary School rs one oftwo grade schools m the city using

solar panels lo educate students on solar power, along with Kenwood Elementary School

to ihe liowling Green power grid
thai provides energy throughout
the city.
Crim Elementary School was
next in Ihe line for solar panel
projects. Principal Martha I el her
said the solar |xtnels are a great
teaching tool for up|ier gratle
students, though the energy provided is minimal.
"We're not going to turn the
heaters off," she said.
The BGSU Ice Arena also lias
solar panels, ihe ftrsl of which
were installed in 2004-05.
Maynard said the panels account

for less than I percent of the total
energy needed to operate the
arena, but realizes they can't go
all OU on their first projects.
"We're starting maybe a little
small here." Maynard said, "Ibutl
you'll continue to see development in solar...output continue
to increase and costs continue lo
decrease,"
Solar-powered
pedestrian
crossing lights were installed on
Alumni Drive and on Mercer

Bowling Green Solar
Projects
■ 2O0O: Kenwood Elementary
School installs solar panels
■ 2000-01: Crim Elementary
School installs solar panels
■ 2004-05: BGSU Ice Arena
installs 31-kilowatt roof solar
panels
■ 2006-07; BGSU Ice Arena
adds 10 more kilowatts
■ 2007: Solar-powered pedestrian crossing lights installed
at Alumni Drive.
■ 2008: City installs solarpowered battery backups in
Main and Mercer stoplights
Source: Kevin Maynard. Bowling
Green utilities director
Road in 2007, solar-powered
backup batteries were installed
in the Woosier/Main Street
See SOLAR | Page 9
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WIND
From Page 8
impacts, Maynard said.
A coal-fired power plain
involves burning a natural
resource in Finite, which gives
off emissions thai can harm the
environment. Wind turbines
don'l use up an) fossil fuels or
give off any emissions, Maynard
said.
"It doesn't hum any fossil

fuels," Maynard said. "II has no
('missions al all. So from thai
viewpoint it is a renewable
resource because ii operates of!
the power of wind, just like solar
panels do with the sun and
hydroelectric does with water.''
Donald Scherer, president ol
Green Energy Ohio and prolessor emeritus of philosophy,
had a wind turbine installed
on his property by North Coast
Wind and Power, based in Port
Clinton, for about $13,400.

lie said about i() pen em ol
his electricity conies from the
turbine resulting in 40 percent
sa\ ingson his electric bill.
Invest ingin renewable energy
is important because tmerk a
needs lo develop energy indc
pendencc and because renew
able energj is always available,
Schcret said.
"Renewable energ) is going
to be there ever) year," Schciei
said. "You don'l have to worry
about the supply ol any fuel

.
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SOLAR
From Page 8
stoplights and the "Welcome to
Bowling Green" sign on Main is
powered In solai energ) as well.
(Her time ii can be cheapei to
\>ft with the solar. Maynard said,
like in the case ol the sign, which

helps utilize lax money more
effectively.
I hecit) also offers the Nature's
Energy program, which allows
electric customers to pay an extra
1.5 cents per kilowatt, about $8S10 a month on average, to help
stimulate the demand for new
renewable facilities,
Mavnard said 600 of the 14.400

elect rii < ustomcrs have already
signed up and he pro 0
other residents to op! intothepro
grain to keep the green energ>
projects going.
" I he average resident is not
aw,in' ol oiii projects ." IK* said.
The (ii\ definite!) supports
oihri technologies. We'll continue
working on applications."

TACO TUESDAY!
2 Tacos for $3

Local company makes BG a greener place
By Kyle Reynolds

Green b) Design is trying lo make
Bowling Green live up to its last
name
Green.
Tin' compan) al I955I N.
Dixie I lighway specializes in selling energ) reducing products
and educating the community
on green technology.
\im Berente, Green by Design
consultant, describes green products us those that save energy
"Green can be anything from
minimizing waste ID reducing
energ) to recycling," Berente
said. "What we iry and do here is
promote products, mainly heating anil plumbing, that are going
to be more energy efficient.
The store features a showroom
ol energ) saving products for
homeowners, including reskJen
lial wind turbines, solar lighting,
lankless water heaters, waterless urinals and organic cleaning
supplies.
On theil propert) is a wind
turbine thai is used to generate a
portion of the facility's electricity.
The Skystream 3.7 model they
use and sell usuall) generates
about 40-60 percent of the electricity for the average household
annually. Berente said.
Even though Bowling Green is
so windy, wind strength varies
from time to time. Hut wind turbine owners don't have to worry
about having their lights slim oil
on a calm day. Berente said.
"Ii actually ties right into your
electrical grid." Berente said. "So
as it is producing and you are
consuming, you will automatically take this eleclriciiy first and
then your electrical company will
be your backup when it is not
producing enough."
The average price of installation for the Skystream :i.7 is
$25,000." Berente said. "But the
price can be lower or higher
depending on the height Or the
tower, which can range from 33
lull feel."
she said the wind turbines are
the main draw for people and

HYBRID
From Page 8
Stores Static electric charge.
While the capacitor helps make
the I ly brid Booster I )rive possible.
Major also described one down
side to the capacitor as being a
limited storage capability when
compared lo a traditional battery.
The goal of the project was
to lower fuel consumption and
reduce emissions, Major said
Better fuel efficiency has been
one of the results of the shuttle-.
I'aluinl II i said.
The mileage has gone up from
eight miles per gallon 10 It) miles
per gallon, which leads to a sav-

A

Bowling Green
129 S. Main St.
Tel: 419.353.7200
Fax: 419.354.7206

Ml X I (" A N C i K I I I
419.353.7200
The BG News
CU'ified Ads " 419-372-6977
■

Consultant lot
Green by Design

For Rent
"1/1 09 -1 or 2 BR apis low as S299
see Cartyrentals i
CalW 19-3530325 9am-9pm

ings of 20 percent, he said,
ralumbo described the mission
of the project as developing and
promoting advanced electrical
propulsion technologies and to
transfer the technologies lii cm
porations and public agencies for
production and implementation,
Theprojecl was funded through
a grant from NASA in 2(H)] with
the help of 9th district Hep. Many
Kaptur who was credited by
Pafumbo I'm helping finance the
project
'We run on soft money, grants
and those kinds of tilings are what
make us go," he said.
The help received from NASA
included Viterna who has also
worked with Howling Green on
i

Per

Campus Pollyeyes
Fealunng Winters Bourbon '
352-9638

Amy
Berente

they've installed them al the
Ibledo Zoo, I lay High School in
Oregon and about six local residencies.
While the turbines bring in the
most people, geothermal healing equipment is the top seller.
Berente said.
"Thai is the most efficient
way lo heal and cool your home
today and although it is not a
new lechnologv il seems lo he
becoming more mainstream and
more people are starling to hear
about ii." Berente said.
Another energy-efficieni product they sell is a waterless urinal.
It works in pulling an absorbent cartridge in the urinal that
soaks up everything and traps
odor, \fter so many uses a home
owner can pour a gallon of water
into ii to Hush the system and the
savings over a yeai can amount
up to $40,000, Berente said,
People can expect to pa) more
aboul » to 5 percent more for
green products, but it is worth it
in the end, Berente said,
"The green products are usually that much higher than your
Standard," Herenlosaid"Although
that initial price may he a hit
higher you are going to see the
savings and in long run il is going
to be more beneficial."
Green by Design also educates
the community about green
energy and reducing waste
Several glade school, high
school and college classes have
come to the showroom for held
trips, she said.
Berente and some of her fellow
consultants also go to schools
and give presentations on topics ranging from wind power,
geothermal healing and what il
means lo be green.
"The main thing we hope lo
bring is to spread the word on

L

"Houses almost lull 2009-2010.
Houses, apis over 3 legally on lease
146 S. Colleges 32; AC M
see Carlyrenlals com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

KYLE REYNOLDS

GO GREEN:
■

3 BR house at 317 N Enterprise,
avail NOW
1 S 2 BR apis .il 800 3rd St
Avail m Jan 2009
Call 419-354-9740
832 Thud St. 5 blks Irom campus
3 BR. 1 bath, fenced in Da •
Short term lease OK
S840 mo . ulll Call 419-392-2812

:

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up lo S300day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
30 People Wanted lo Lose Weight
Back
Rewards. 1 on 1 Private Coaching
Call 419-601
dra S. sludents needed ASAP
Earn up lo S150 a day being a
mystery snopper no exp needed
Call 1 -800-722-4791
FT Webdesigner P-Burg- PHP. SQL.
Graphic Design skills needed Send
resume
■ ■. a-media com
i| to S75 pei on-hne survey
■

Female subleaser wanted
'or 4BR apt. S375'mo ♦ shared util
Call 419-575-9247
Houses & Apartmenls
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manv.lle Ave
Office hours 10-2. M-F
www bgapartmenls com
Houses 5 BR 5 person all the
amenities, great location great price'
Call 419-353-8611 or 419-352-1584
Room-mate wanted to share 4 BR
townhouse S260 75'mo • util
Avail Jan 15 Call 419-262-0400
School 09- 10
3 BR house avail. 8;15'09.
close to campus, olf street parking,
washer'dryer. CA. shuttle bus avail.
3 BR house. 6 month lease NOW
1 room efficiency avail May 16. '09.
off-slreel parking.
1BR efficiency avail August 15. 09.
off-street parking
Call 419-601-3225
«YLE REYNOLDS

WIND POWER:

- •

what you ' an do lo be more ecofriendl) and whai you can do
at Inline in reduce MUM carbon
footprint," Berente said.
ONLINE:

^

www.bgnews.com

technologies associated with the
wind turbines located outside of
town.
viterna credited the University
with becoming a primar) source
of design and assembly ul the
engine and transmission ol 'he
hybrid shuttle.
Viterna enjoyed winking with
the University on the project,
which he described as one ol Ihe
earliest involving h\luid electric
vehicles.
"It was a great example ol a
partnership between a federal
research laboratory, a Universit)
and private companies coming
together to pioneer and advance
technology, which led toadvanced
products.'' he slid

II paperwork is completed
and lease is signed before
12 21 08 each person's name
will be entered into a drawing lor

FREE RENT

Uraku Japanese Restaurant
ng 20 serves & 2 bartenoeis
for Jan 09 Call 419-352-7070

For Sale
AKC Engi.sh Bulldog puppies
shots up-to-date, dewoimeo
paper trained & we will guarantee
ilth tor 4 yi II Fully legislered
& have Qeen checked by a vet
Contact via e-mail lor more details
Ticute66 IS yahoo com
" 5 mo old - S250
' good home. Toy Poodle &
.-solo 419-308-1686
Pool table m good cond S350.
Dm ng
in
ond S250
CHI 419.308-1686

APARTMENTS
Townhouses

Start renting November 10. 2008
lor Ihe 2009/2010 school year.

3 Bedroom

Townhouses

• Deposit Special S400
• Furnished
• 1 Hall & Full Bath
• Full Basement
• Air Conditioned
• Microwave
• Washer, Dryer
■ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
■ Plenty of Parking
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal

• Deposit Special S500
• Furnished
• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
• Full basement
• Air conditioned
■ Washer/Dryer
• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
• Microwave
• Plenty of Parking
• Dishwasher
ige Disposal

Starting af
$765/month
+ Utilities

$900/ month

Starting at
+ Utilities

■ e schoo feat

www.meccabg.com

»

Quarters al me mall now hiring .*'
bartenders tor all shifts Flex hours
Apply in peison at 1234 N Main BG

CAMPBELL HILL
2 Bedroom

...

www.cashtospend com

Greenbriar, Inc. (419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Palmer to throw soon, determine extent
of damage to injured elbow
By Joe Kay
The Associaled Press

tOHYGUTIERKZ
WOUNDED BENGAL: Quarterback Carson Palmer hasn't played in an/ of Cincinnati's last si< games.

CINCINNATI—In about two weeks,
Cincinnati Bengals quarterback
Carson Palmer will know whether
he needs reconstructive surgery on
his throwing elbow.
Calmer acknowledged yesterday
that the ligament and tendon in
his right elbow are partially' torn
from the bone, an injury that doctors are hoping can heal on its own.
MmR lias sat out the last six games,
spending his time strengthening
the elbow.
He's scheduled to resume throwing on Dec 7, testing the elbow for
a few days to sec whether it has
healed If not, he'll have Tommy
John surgery, named after the baseball pitcher who had successful ligament replacement surgery.
"If the tendon and the ligament
doesn't heal mid doesn't fasten itself
back down to the bone, then I'm
assuming it's going to be surgery."
Palmer said.
Palmer hurt the elbow when he

was hit while throwinga passduring his elbow in the third game last
a loss to the Giants in the third game season, had reconstructive surof the season. He sat out one game, gery and was back for this season.
then played in a loss at Dallas on Delhomme has thrown for 2,250
Oct 5—the last time he has thrown yards with 12 touchdowns and
a pass. On doctors' advice, he has nine interceptions, completing 57
tried to rehabilitate the elbow rather percent of his passes.
"I talked to him," Palmer said "His
tlian have surgery immediately.
"Irs never good to have surgery," was a little bit of a different situation.
Palmer said. "God didn't create your But long story shore He had the
elbow to be ait open and messed surgery, he was back and practicaround with on the inside. So I'm ing (and) is as accurate and has as
trying to avoid surgery. If it comes powerful of an arm as he had before
to it and I have to do it. then I have he tore it So there has been a successful surgery, and that's what I'm
to do it."
Although reconstructive elbow hoping for."
Palmer thinks that if he has sursurgery is common in baseball, few
quarterbacks have had it Pitchers gery, he can be ready for training
typically take about a year to fully camp next Jury. He notes that he
recover, although their sport puts made a faster-than-expected recovmore stress on the elbow because of ery from reconstructive knee surgery at the end of the 2005 season
the different throwing motion.
"Theonly problem is it's kind of and was ready for the start of the
an unknown." Palmer said "There next season
Palmer hasn't given up hopes
haven't been a lot of guys (in the
NFL) that have had it. There's been of playing in December for the
very few quarterbacks that have Bengals (1-9-1), although it's up to
the team to decide whether to put
had it"
Carolina's Jake Delhomme hurt him in harm's way.

"He's been a

BATTLE

very formidable

From

opponent, and if we

rushing touchdowns.

BG has been poor at stopping
the run this season but have could get this one, I'll
been improving. However, if
get even with him.
Toledo chooses to the run the
ball 46 times and pass just 26
like they did against Miami, BG He's done a great job
may be trouble.
and I certainly wish
Brandon knows and understands bow these weapons have
him the best."
been used and will prepare his
team accordingly.
Greqg Btandon | on Tom Amstulz
"They are still. I think, from top
to bottom, one of the most athletic, skilled teams in the league."
Brandon said. Theirquarterback
has become more of a consistent
player. Their running game is all
of a sudden cranked up again."
The Falcons haven't won in
Toledo since 1994 according to
Brandon, and this year, Brandon
would like to finally beat Tom
AjnstUtZ in The Glass Bowl.
AT BGNEWSSP0RTS.COM: Wei,
have our live bloq up and running from
Amstutz earlier announced he
The Glass Bowl all afternoon Friday
will retire after this game.
"He's been a very formidable
opponent, and if we could get Central Michigan game earlier in
this one, I'll get even with him." the week.
"Two days ago, Central's playBrandon said. "He's done a
great job and I certainly wish ing Ball State, 30-degree weather, 1 see kids with their shirts
him the best."
off painted up," Brandon said.
Bowling Green Preview
"That's college football. And you
With the amount of strug- say, 'well, they're winning up
gling teams throughout college there.' Well, we've been winning,
football, the Falcons, with a 6-6 maybe not so much as others,
record if they beat Toledo, have but hey, jump on board, get
an outside of chance to go to a behind us, crank it up."
Brandon also said that some
bowl game.
"We still have a chance to get of the blame for the poor crowd
bowl eligible,'' Brandon said. can be placed on the shoulders of
"There are not enough bowl eli- the Coaches and the team's poor
gible teams right now anyway so performance.
"I think that that's legit, but
if we don't win, we'll never know."
Considering there are two that doesn't mean don't come,"
teams in the West division that Brandon said. "Again, it's not
have better records than BG. like we're 2-10. I mean, we still
it isn't likely BG would win a have a chance to go to the |MAC|
MAC bid if the conference was championship if we win that
game and win the next game.
to get one.
So come out and be cranked
Fans: Part II
up about that. Forget everything
The question was raised about that happened before."
Brandon's rant about the fans
after the Buffalo game, and he Injury Report
lason Rice was carted off
said if given a second chance,
the field following a run in the
nothing would change.
"I stand by that 110 percent." second quarter. There was no
Brandon said. "I've gotten sup- report made on him during or
port from people about it and I've after the game.
Today, Brandon announced
gotten some negative comments
about it. The bottom line is the that Rice would done for the seagame had championship impli- son with a knee injury.
Rice had seemingly come
cations and it was disappointing."
Brandon continued on to say out of nowhere to account for
he wasn't disappointed in fans 127 rushing yards over the past
who had circumstances that three weeks.
Brandon did expect Rice to
forced them to not attend, just
the people who didn't attend have enough time in the offseafor the sake of not attending. He son to have surgery and rehab the
compared the fan situation to knee in order to be ready for the
the fan situation at the Ball State/ start of the 2009 season.
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to give thanks.
Buy one phone, Get one FREE.

FIND A GREAT SELECTION OF
BLUETOOTH' HEADSETS AT AT&T.
JAWBONE' NOise-CANceuiNO
HfADSET

BUY ONE FOR

BUY ONE FOR

GET ONE

GET ONE

GET ONE

FREE

FREE

$7999

Z"

FREE

iebate

wilti ME i

fiT&T promotion
uAmH&cl mesvhjiny ptew
■ wneteis service
agreement por phone
SONY ERICSSON
W350
Download games,
graphics, and
MP3 nngtones
tyer with
usic keys

Samsung Propel'"
3G high-speed
music, video, and
townloads

alter $100 mail-in rebate
At&T promotion I
unBniled BlarJiBerry plan
purchase minimum $39.99
voKe plan And 2-ye.n
wireless service agreement
per phone, offer valid 11/28
and 11/29 only.
BLACKBERRYCurve- 8310
Integrated GPS with
AT&T Navigator

Full keyboard with
multimedia display

2.0 megapixel camera
with video

FREE SHIPPING ! 1.866.MOBILITY - ATT.COM/WIRELESS - VISIT A STORE
Help keep our troops connected at the holidays.
AT&T will proudly match every dollar you give toward AT&T
phone cards tor our troops to call home during the holidays.

Now Leasing for
Second Semester!

•«~lii«Gm« III.'--. vum *, 14191ISMM0
JToM* W«lf*td rijnklin Mill. SOOI NtaMoeSt. 1411147,1188

■

JNowOpen
•Opm Sunday

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

i

K,V JtRadioShack

■ATIT abo imposts monthly a Regulatory Cost Recovery Charge ol up to SL25 to help defray costs incurred in complying with State and Federal telecom regulation; State and Federal
Universal Svc charges; and surcharges for o slomer-based and revenue-based state and local assessments on ATIT. These art not taxes or government-required charges.

Am
agement

Charlestown Apts
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Offer available on select prunes 3G not available in all areas limited-time otter. 011* conditions S restrictions apply See contract i rate plan brochure for details Subscriber must live t have
a mailing ad* within AWTs owned wireless network coverage area. Up lo S36 actw. tee applies, equipment price I avail may vary by mrk 4 may not be available from independent retailers
Early Termination Fee None if cancelled in the first 30 days, but up lo $20 restocking fee may apply to ecfuiprnent returns; thereafter up to S1T5 Some agents impose addl fees Unlimited
voice services: Unlld voice sves ait provided solely lor line dialog between two individuals. No additional discounts are available with unlimited plan Offnet Usage II your mins ol use (including
unlld svcsl on other earners' networks I'otfnet usage') dunng any two consecutive months eiceed your oftnet usage allowance, AT&T may at its option termnate your svc, deny your contd use of
other carriers' coverage, or change your pan to one mposng usage changes for offnet usage. Vour oftnet usage allowance 6 equal to the lesser of 750 mins or 40% of the Anytime nuns rel'd
with your plan (data offnet usage allowance s the lesser of 6 MB or 20\ of the KB mcl'd with your ptanl. AWT Promotion Card* Samsung Propel prices before AWT Promotion Cards unUrrited
messagng plan, a with 2-year svc agreement per phone are $149.99 S $6999. respedrvely. Minimum $2000 unlimited messaging plan reqared. BlackBeny* CURVE" 8310 pnees before unlimited
BlackBeciy plan puctiase, AWT Promotion Cards 8 with 2-year svc agreement per phone; offer valid 11/29 i 11/29 only are $19999 i $119.99, respectively. MMnm $35.00 unlimited
Blackberry package purchase required. Minimum $10.00 MEdia'/messagng feature purchase required per SONY ERICSSON w350. Allow 60 days for fumtlment Card may be used only In Ihe Ui
S t valid lor 120 days after issuance date but s not redeemable for cash J cannot be used lor cash withdrawal at ATMs or automated gasoline pumps Card request must be postmarked by
01/10/20091 you must be a customer for 30 consecutive days to receive card. Sales tax calculated based on price of actuated equipment Specifications sub/ect to change without notice.
Screen mages displayed are simulated or enhanced. The liquid Identity logo is a trademark or registered trademark of Sony Ericsson Mobile Commutators AB Sony and the WALKMAN logo
and symbol are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sony Corporation Ericsson a a trademark or regstered trademark ol Telelonaktiebolaget IM Encsson All other marks are the property of
their respective owners C2008 Sony Ericsson Mobile Commurfcatioris (USA) Inc All rights reserved. Copyright C20O8 Samsung Telecommunications America. UC. Samsung rs a registered
trademark of Samsung Electronics America, inc. and its related entrbts. Service provided by AT&T Mobility. (2008 A1ST Intellectual Properly. All rights reserved AWT. the ATS1 logo, and all other
marks contaned herer, are trademarks of AWT Intellectual Property and/or AWT affiliated companies All other marks contained herein are the property of their respective owners

1,2,3 bedrooms
and up available!

Houses Available close to campus!
( all to make an appointment tod.iy!
Mid Am Management
641 rhird«4 BG
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